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Risk factor of fire 
Fire – Fascination and danger

Dear Reader,

The substantial loss potentials in industrial fire insurance
continue to be a burden to the insurance industry. In
Germany alone, conflagrations in 2005 caused fire and fire
business interruption insurance losses totalling more than
€2.9bn. This is reason enough for us to publish a special
feature issue on the risk factor of fire.

The topics our authors report on include a devastating
explosion in an oil depot, the exposure of oil sand plants,
an oil fire in a coal-fired power station, and a fire which
damaged hundreds of rare exhibits at a motorcycle
museum.

The marine insurance sector is represented by an account
of six spectacular conflagrations on container ships,
followed by a summary of the pertinent regulations and
liability principles for the shipment of dangerous goods 
in containers.

You will also learn more on current topics concerning fire
protection and loss prevention. In the special topic section
beginning on page 20, we turn our attention to the subject
of risk management, the technology and areas of applica-
tion of continuous inerting, and thermography as a
method of loss prevention.

Your Schadenspiegel team

Editorial
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Risk factor of fire

Fire insurance is one of the oldest classes of
insurance and is still Munich Re’s largest source
of premium income even today.

Large industrial plants and small businesses,
high-rise buildings, ships, and offshore energy
facilities – they can all be destroyed by fire.

Buncefield oil depot:
11 December 2005 – A gigantic
cloud of black smoke hangs
over the town of Hemel Hemp-
stead in Hertfordshire, England.

Munich Re, Schadenspiegel, 2/2006
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The day was just beginning when a mixture of fuel and air
ignited, triggering an almighty explosion with huge flames
shooting into the sky. According to the latest findings, Tank
912 had started to overflow because several level gauges
had failed. The intense heat that developed made it impos-
sible for the fire brigade to contain the fire at once. The
flames spread to other tanks so that there was a recurring
danger of explosion. It took four days to extinguish the fire
completely. 

Scale of damage

The fire engulfed 22 tanks and destroyed large parts of the
oil depot. More than 300 industrial and private buildings
within a radius of several hundred metres were damaged.
The workplaces of about 500 workers were destroyed,
whilst a further 3,500 had to be refurbished before they
were fit for use again.

Although the fire assumed catastrophic dimensions, only
43 people were injured and there were no fatalities – due to
the fact that the incident occurred on a Sunday, when there
were few people on the industrial estate.

How much oil was burnt, washed away, or seeped into the
ground is at present unknown. 

The overall loss is currently estimated to be as much as 
£500m. How much the insurance industry will have to carry
is still difficult to estimate, but a figure in the hundreds of
millions is conceivable.

Impact on the environment

No major damage to the environment has been reported
so far, but the Buncefield Major Incident Investigation
Board does not rule out the possibility that oil and fire
water have polluted the ground under the oil depot – and
this will probably take a few years to be established. The
fact that there are a number of boreholes on the depot site
is a further cause of concern. They are up to 42 m deep and
have not yet been filled.

Major risk: Tank farms

Huge explosion at an oil depot

On 11 December 2005, a colossal fire broke out at the Buncefield oil depot in
England, destroying 22 tanks with a total capacity of several million litres.
Although the cause of loss has basically been established, it will take years to
register all the effects on the environment.1

Author
Uwe Kastl, Munich

1 This article is based on  the Initial Report to the Health and Safety
Commission and the Environment Agency of the investigation into the
explosions and fires at the Buncefield oil storage and transfer depot,
Hemel Hempstead, on 11 December 2005, published by the Buncefield
Major Incident Investigation Board on Thursday, 13 July 2006,
www.buncefieldinvestigation.gov.uk.
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Impact on the population

It was the people living in the vicinity of the depot who
suffered most. Although a recovery fund was set up and
compensation payments may be expected, the effects of
such an incident can never be fully neutralised. Many
people were not allowed to enter their homes and busi-
nesses for some time. Some have since left the area and
others are planning to move.

Impact on the insurance industry

Businesses and private individuals leaving the area after 
a loss event may have a substantial bearing on the settle-
ment of claims. If relocating a plant has a positive effect 
on downtimes, for example, it can minimise the loss for
business interruption insurers. Although private individ-
uals cannot usually cite this aspect under property insur-
ance, they may be able to do so if they attempt to recover
their losses from the potential perpetrator. A class action is
currently being launched. 

In property and marine insurance, claims for damage to
tanks and their contents, private buildings, offices, and
storage facilities, and losses on neighbouring premises
with all the associated interruption losses have already
been filed and more are to be expected. In the liability sec-
tor, third-party claims arising from property damage and
bodily injury must be expected as well as claims under
environmental liability. 

Initial findings reveal need for action

Fire-protection installations were in place but were not
designed to cope with a number of tanks burning simul-
taneously. The same applies to the fire-fighting provisions.
The fire-extinguishing systems did not have sufficient
capacity, whilst the supplies of extinguishing agents like
foam concentrate and fire water were inadequate.

The bunds were unable to withstand the pressure. Either
the concrete cracked or the sealing of the expansion joints
was burnt. A further problem was that oil even diffused
through the concrete. These were the main reasons for the
fire spreading so extensively.

Another reason was that the explosion had destroyed
some of the fire-fighting installations like pumphouses and
feeder pipes. Also, the burning mixture of fuel and fire
water prevented the fire brigade from gaining unhindered
access to the fire.

According to the investigators’ latest findings, several of
the level gauges on Tank 912 were not functioning, with
the result that fuel flowed over the top. More attention will
definitely be given to the inspection of such gauges in the
future. Additional instrumentation and control systems
(e.g. intake gauges) will certainly have to be installed too.

Footage recorded shortly before the explosion by cameras
near the tank shows the formation of a vapour cloud – and
it is this mixture of fuel and air that probably triggered the
disaster. If gas detection facilities, for example, had identi-
fied large quantities of oil evaporating, something could
have been done about it and this devastating fire might
have been prevented. 

Conclusion

There are still a lot of questions surrounding this loss
event. The answers will undoubtedly contribute to improv-
ing the risk quality of oil depots in the future. After all, the
fire at the Buncefield oil depot not only drew attention to
the issue of appropriate safety standards at oil depots but
also demonstrated the risk to which objects in the vicinity
are exposed.
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Large areas of the oil depot were burning
and there was a recurring danger of
explosion.

Bund: The fire continues to burn 
on the edge of the foam carpet – 
a “concealed” spread.
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Fire risk: Fireworks factory

Fireworks – A volatile splendour

Fireworks factories and warehouses are recurrently the scene of explosions and
fires with serious consequences. Many of these incidents are due to the fact that
safety directives, regulations, and laws are either non-existent, inadequate, or
disregarded.

Author
Winrich Krupp, Munich

Enschede, 13 May 2000: The fireworks
factory in the midst of a residential
area is on fire. 
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Bangers, firecrackers, fountains, and rockets: pyrotechnical
devices harbour many dangers. This applies both to the
raw materials and to every stage in the life of the fireworks
themselves: manufacture, transportation, storage, and final
ignition. These dangers are particularly acute if fireworks
are produced and sold illegally. Also, aspects that are sub-
ject to strict controls in certain countries are left completely
unregulated in many others. Hence, the manufacturer and
the composition – particularly the amount of hazardous
ingredients and components – are frequently unknown. The
situation is made worse by negligent handling, disregard
for regulations, homemade devices, the play instinct, and
the intentional use of fireworks as weapons in, for example,
football stadiums.

Generally speaking, more firework accidents occur in the
private sphere during the run-up to New Year’s Eve than at
any other time of the year. Be that as it may, 35 people have
already been killed throughout the world this year in acci-
dents involving fireworks or fires caused by fireworks.

Explosions at fireworks factories

The premises of professional manufacturers and storage
companies are often the scene of major disasters too.
Although the majority of fires and explosions in recent
years occurred in Asia – especially in the traditionally large
fireworks-manufacturing countries of China and India –
there have been serious accidents in Europe too.

Explosion disaster in Enschede

On 13 May 2000, about 100 tonnes of pyrotechnic material
detonated in two explosions at the warehouse of a fireworks
plant in Enschede, Netherlands. A huge plume of smoke
hung over the city. Within minutes, the surrounding residen-
tial area was devastated, with 400 homes destroyed and a
further 1,000 damaged. 22 people died in the incident and
more than 1,000 were injured. 

Although the cause of the accident has not been conclu-
sively established even to this day, it is considered certain
that more explosive material was stored on the factory
premises than the safety regulations permit. Moreover, the
pyrotechnic material was wrongly classified. It had much
more explosive power than that suggested by the labels.
The scale of the disaster was also due to the fact that safety
distances to the surrounding residential area were not
observed.1

1 Cf. Eckhardt, Dietrich; Kurth, Lutz; Rodner, Hans-Jochen (Bundes-
anstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung [BAM], Berlin):
Enschede – Ursachen und Folgen der Feuerwerkskatastrophe, in:
Schadenprisma, 2/2003.

This car park in Enschede looks more
like a scrap yard.

Following the explosion disaster
in Enschede, houses in the nearby
road were gutted.
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Series of explosions in a fireworks factory in Kolding

On 3 November 2004, a series of explosions destroyed a
fireworks factory in the Danish town of Kolding. The acci-
dent was probably due to the impact of a falling container,
which triggered the spontaneous ignition of the fireworks
stored in it. This generated a local fire which led to numer-
ous severe explosions on the site. The detonations could
be heard up to 30 km away. The fire spread to nearby build-
ings. About 20 homes were destroyed by the flames and
shock waves, whilst another 300 or so were damaged. 

A number of buildings at a greater distance were also
damaged, but in many cases it was weeks or even months
before the damage became manifest – in the form of sub-
sidence and cracks in the façades and walls. This type of
damage was attributed in particular to the instability of the
ground on which they were built and the use of light build-
ing materials in the construction of private houses.

The outstanding weakness in the planning and operation of
the plant was – as in the case of Enschede – its immediate
proximity to a residential area. The fact that certain regula-
tions had not been observed contributed to the rapid spread
of the fire over the entire site and surrounding houses and
to the immense force of the explosion. The prescribed max-
imum storage capacity was 800 tonnes, but according to 
the latest information, up to 2,000 tonnes of pyrotechnical
material was stored there – more than twice as much. 

In both of these instances, the catastrophic effects were
due to three main causes:

– Laws, regulations, and directives were ignored, storage
limits exceeded.

– Plants were erected or operated in the immediate
proximity of residential areas.

– Errors were made or inadequate care was taken in the
handling of explosive materials.

Safety directives and risk evaluation

In Europe, the EU member states are obliged to transpose
the directives on the handling of explosives into national
law. In Germany, these regulations are incorporated in the
law governing explosive materials. For countries that have
no statutory regulations or whose regulations are inad-
equate, the Code for the Manufacture, Transportation and
Storage of Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles issued by
the National Fire Protection Association of America (NFPA
Code 1124) provides assistance and detailed information
on the handling of explosives. Like the German law, NFPA
1124 specifies the hazards involved in manufacture, trans-
portation, and storage, describes process and storage
methods, and prescribes minimum distances from produc-
tion to storage areas and from the factory site to surround-
ing residential areas. 

The requirements laid down in NFPA 1124 act as a pointer
to the main principles to be observed in the erection and
operation of such facilities. Whether they are completely
implemented and meticulously observed is one of the cri-
teria underwriters use in their assessment of risks.

Nevertheless, human failure like non-observance of or
unfamiliarity with safety regulations continues to be an
imponderable – a significant risk factor in an exposed field
of business.
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On 3 November 2004, a series 
of heavy explosions occurred on
the site of a fireworks factory in
Kolding, Denmark.

The factory site in Kolding 
following the disaster –  completely
devastated.
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Fire risks in shipping

Ocean transport of dangerous goods in containers

In recent years, there have been a number of large fires on container ships that
were attributable to the containerised transport of dangerous cargo. What are
the causes of such fires, what regulations are there, and who is liable if a loss
occurs?

Author
Günter Wichmann, Munich

November 2002: A flame shot up 130 m
from the Hanjin Pennsylvania after a
dangerous goods container with a
cargo of fireworks caught fire.

In focus
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The size of container ships is continually growing: they are
so big nowadays that the probability of their having un-
declared or wrongly declared dangerous cargo on board is
very high. But this sometimes only comes to light when the
cargo causes an explosion or a fire. The containers involved
are often stowed below deck in places that are difficult to
access – with catastrophic consequences not only for other
containers and their contents but for the vessel itself.

Losses

Contship France

In October 1997, a fire broke out in the hold of the 1,600-TEU1

container ship Contship France (built: 1993, length: 163 m,
width, 27.8 m) while it was sailing from Charleston, South
Carolina, to Papeete, Tahiti. The insured loss to the vessel
and its cargo came to more than US$ 5m. 

DG Harmony

On 9 November 1998, there was a fire on the 1,800-TEU
container ship DG Harmony (built: 1990, length: 176 m,
width: 27.5 m) off the coast of Brazil. It was caused by an
explosion in hold 3. The insured loss exceeded US$ 20m. 

Aconcagua

On 30 December 1998, the Aconcagua was sailing off the
west coast of South America on its way from Balboa,
Panama, to Callao, Peru, when a container stowed below
deck exploded. A fire broke out and damaged the vessel
and its cargo in the region of holds 3–5. The insured loss
exceeded US$ 15m.

CMA Djakarta

On 10 July 1999, there was an explosion on board the
2,100-TEU container ship CMA Djakarta (built in 1998) off
the coast of Ecuador. It was followed by a fire which
severely damaged the vessel and its cargo. The insured
loss was over US$ 25m.

Hanjin Pennsylvania

On 11 November 2002, containers with a dangerous cargo
of fireworks caught fire on the 4,400-TEU container ship
Hanjin Pennsylvania (built: 2002, size: 50,242 GT2, length:
282 m, width: 32 m) off the coast of Sri Lanka. A flame shot
130 m into the air. Although the fire-fighting facilities on
board were all implemented, the fire spread and forced the
crew to leave the ship. In spite of further explosions, sal-
vage experts continued to fight the fire but were unable to
prevent the total loss of the vessel. The insured loss to the
vessel and its cargo is estimated at more than US$ 100m. 

NYK Argus

On 19 October 2004, a fire broke out in the hold of the large
container ship NYK Argus (built: 2004, size: 75,484 GT,
length: 284 m, width: 40 m) off the coast of Algeria. The
crew succeeded in smothering the fire in the hold while the
vessel was still at sea.  

The IMDG Code – Binding regulations for transporting
dangerous cargo at sea

Containerisation and multimodal transport3 are increasing.
This also means that more and more containers with dan-
gerous goods – cargo that can injure health, damage prop-
erty, or impair the environment – are being transported on
the world’s oceans. It is currently estimated that the trans-
portation of dangerous cargo accounts for up to 20% of the
world’s container traffic. The IMDG Code (International
Maritime Dangerous Goods Code) contains binding provi-
sions on the transportation of dangerous cargo at sea. It
was adopted about 40 years ago by the UN International
Maritime Organization and is based on the UN’s recom-
mendations on the transport of dangerous goods.

The IMDG Code is to be observed by all parties involved in
the transport of dangerous goods at sea: manufacturers,
distributors, shippers, carriers, etc. It prescribes how to
handle goods that are classified as dangerous. It governs,
for example, the packing, segregating, and securing of
dangerous goods in containers and the stowing and segre-
gating of such containers on board ship. All the dangerous
goods listed in the Code have a unique UN classification
number. There are nine classes of materials with various
sub-classes.

3 Multimodal transport is based on a uniform contract of
carriage and involves various means of transport.

1 TEU = Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit = a 20-foot container unit.
2 GT = gross tons.
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Calcium hypochlorite

Calcium hypochlorite (Ca[OCl]2) is unique in terms of 
its dangerousness and the losses it causes in maritime
container transport. Ca(OCl)2 is believed to have caused
the explosions and fires in at least three of the cases
mentioned above. 

Classed as an oxidising substance (IMDG Code, Class 5.1)
this chemical is used in the production of bleaching pow-
der, as a disinfectant for swimming pools, and in the treat-
ment of drinking water. Due to its composition, calcium
hypochlorite must be classified as follows during trans-
portation: UN 1748 (anhydrous calcium hypochlorite), 
UN 2880 (hydrated calcium hypochlorite), and UN 2208
(bleaching powder). 

What makes Ca(OCl)2 so dangerous is the fact that it can
react with itself at high temperatures. The capacity for such
a reaction increases with the size of the packing unit.
Depending on the exact chemical composition involved,
the chemical may become instable at temperatures like
those that can occur in the tropics or in the hold over
heated fuel tanks in a vessel’s double hull. Violent reac-
tions may also occur if the chemical comes into contact
with other substances, for example, if the packaging is
inadequate or damaged. For these reasons, Ca(OCl)2 with
the UN classification numbers stated above may only be
stowed on deck and at a sufficient distance from the crew’s
quarters. It is also to be protected against the sun’s rays.

Liability issues

With more and more dangerous goods being transported
at sea, the risk of bodily injury, property damage, and en-
vironmental impairment increases too. Losses often give
rise to liability issues and legal disputes. The parties
involved may be any of the following: suppliers, manufac-
turers, shippers, carriers, consignees, local or state author-
ities, and insurers. This is reason enough to present a few
principles regarding liability.

Dangerous goods – Nine different classes

Class 1: Explosives
Class 2: Compressed gases
Class 3: Flammable liquids
Class 4: Flammable solids
Class 5: Oxidisers and organic peroxides
Class 6: Toxic and infectious substances
Class 7: Radioactive material
Class 8: Corrosives
Class 9: Miscellaneous dangerous goods

The manufacturer or distributor of a substance listed in the
IMDG Code is obliged to provide the carrier with compre-
hensive information on the cargo – including its “technical
name”, UN classification number, and dangerous goods
class. In the case of containerised goods, the person
responsible for stowing the goods in the container must
also issue a container packing certificate and ensure that

– the containers used for the transport of dangerous goods
are approved, stable, and properly maintained in accord-
ance with the International Convention for Safe Contain-
ers (CSC) of 1972;

– the regulations governing the packing, stowing, securing,
and segregating of dangerous substances in the contain-
ers are observed;

– the carrier is provided with a signed dangerous goods
declaration which states that the goods are described,
classified, packed, and labelled in accordance with the
IMDG Code. 

This harbours a high potential for error as determining the
correct “technical name” is often very complex. Frequent
errors include

– designating the dangerous cargo incorrectly and stating
an incorrect UN classification number in the carriage
and/or dangerous goods documents;

– packing the dangerous goods incorrectly;

– stowing and securing the dangerous goods incorrectly in
the container;

– and labelling the dangerous goods container incorrectly.

There is some disagreement on the degree to which dan-
gerous goods are intentionally declared wrongly or not at
all. This may be due to the fact that the transportation of
dangerous cargo involves considerable effort and expense
and results in higher freight charges. An incorrect declar-
ation may also be due to ignorance or error. Even slight
differences in the designation can mean that different
regulations apply.
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The shipper’s liability

The parties to a contract of carriage by sea are known as
the shipper and the carrier. This shipper is the person to
whom the carrier undertakes the duty of transporting the
good. He may be the seller or buyer under a contract of
sale, a freight forwarder, or any other consignor. As a rule,
national regulations prescribe that the shipper inform the
carrier of the properties of dangerous cargo before trans-
portation commences. Although the carrier must guaran-
tee safe transportation, the shipper is normally liable
towards the carrier. The legal regulations are very strict in
many countries so that the shipper is liable for the trans-
portation of dangerous cargo even if neither the shipper
nor the carrier had any knowledge of the cargo’s danger-
ousness. This is the case, for example, if the shipper does
not inspect the cargo when accepting it from a third party
for subsequent carriage, although the shipper’s rights to
take recourse action – against the manufacturer, for
instance – are not affected. The question of liability is not
only governed by legal regulations, it is often covered by
provisions in the transport contract.

The charterer’s liability

If a liner shipping company charters a container ship and
there is a loss, it may liable by law or by force of the char-
terparty4. Time charterparties often contain an agreement
to the effect that the charterer is responsible for loading,
stowing, and unloading the cargo and for any damage that
may be caused to the vessel in the process. For this reason,
the charterer often carries the same risks as the shipowner.  

Conclusion

The safe transportation of dangerous goods is one of the
greatest challenges in container shipping. To minimise the
risks involved, the shipper must always inform the carrier
of potentially dangerous cargo. The cargo must then be
named, packed, labelled, and documented in accordance
with the respective regulations. The regulations specified
in the IMDG Code on stowage and segregation in contain-
ers and on board ship must be observed. Training is essen-
tial for employees that pack containers and produce or
process dangerous goods documents. 

Claims filed by carriers for losses caused by undeclared or
incorrectly declared dangerous goods are not covered by
customary marine cargo policies. Depending on the regu-
lations and the contractual provisions, therefore, the ship-
per and possibly the manufacturer or distributor – and, if
they have appropriate insurance cover, their liability in-
surers – may be confronted with substantial claims.

Even if fires on container ships are much less common
than other types of loss in the marine sector, the damage is
usually immense. In March 2006, there was a fire on the
container ship Hyundai Fortune (built: 1996, size: 64,054 GT,
length: 275 m, width: 40 m) off the Yemen coast. The cause
of loss is still unclear. The insured loss to the vessel and its
cargo is expected to be as high as US$ 300m.

March 2006. A fire on the container
ship Hyundai Fortune – the cause of
the loss has yet to be determined. 

4 A charterparty is an agreement where the shipowner agrees
to make available the carrying capacity of his vessel for either a
particular voyage (voyage charter) or a specified period of time
(time charter).
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Major risk: Oil sand projects

Oil sand projects and related losses

In January 2003 and January 2005, there were fires at two of Canada’s three
oil sand plants, which generated very high costs due to the increase in crude
oil prices. Insurers had to pay almost US$ 1.5bn in property and business
interruption losses, largely because of the advanced technology of the
processes involved and the severe climatic conditions.

Authors
Achim Dosch, Anthony Thirkettle, Munich

View of the upgrading facilities
on the Athabasca.

In focus
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The debate about when the world will run out of oil has in-
creased interest in Canada’s very large deposits of oil-bear-
ing sands in northern Alberta. The development of oil or
“tar” sand deposits is expected to make an important con-
tribution towards meeting the world’s future energy needs. 

Up to December 2003, US$ 28bn had been spent on oil
sand development, and another US$ 32bn has been fore-
cast over the next ten years. If all the planned projects are
implemented, production of bitumen (a very heavy, thick
oil) should reach two million barrels per day (bpd) by 2010.
Worldwide oil production is expected to rise to 80 million
bpd by then. 

General description of oil sands 

Oil sands are found in Canada only. Commercial develop-
ment started in 1967 with the first production of synthetic
crude oil, but it did not become commercially viable until
the first oil crisis of 1973. Currently, there are three oil sand
plants operating in the Athabasca deposit north of Fort
McMurray.

Each grain of oil sand is covered by a film of water, which is
then surrounded by a slick of heavy oil (bitumen). On aver-
age, it takes two tonnes of mined oil sand to produce one
barrel of synthetic crude oil (159 litres).

In the winter, the water in the oil sand freezes, making it as
hard as concrete. In the summer, it is soft and sticky and
makes driving conditions treacherous.

Approximately 20% of Canada’s oil sands are shallow
enough to be surface-mined, but the other 80% lie too deep
below the surface, so that various “in-situ” processes have
had to be developed.

Processes involved

To obtain a valuable product, the bitumen has first to be
extracted from the sand.  Extraction is followed by a com-
plex conversion of bitumen into synthetic crude oil, which
is then further processed in a conventional refinery to
gasoline and other fuels.

Mining and extraction

Two process routes are possible to recover bitumen from
the oil sand: either the oil sand is first mined and the bitu-
men then separated or an in-situ extraction process is used
to obtain the bitumen directly.

– Surface mining
The Athabasca deposit in Alberta, Canada, is the only oil
sand deposit with reserves shallow enough to be surface-
mined. Today, enormous trucks (350-tonne capacity) and
shovels have replaced draglines and bucket wheels as a
more selective and cost-effective way to mine oil sands.
The mined oil sand is mixed with hot water, creating a
slurry in large so-called tumbler drums. Alternatively,
hydro-transport pipelines are used to condition and
transport the oil sand slurry from the mine to the extrac-
tion units. The slurry is fed into a separation vessel where
it separates into three layers – sand, water, and bitumen.
The bitumen is then skimmed off the top to be cleaned
and processed further in the froth treatment plant, where
it is diluted with huge quantities of naphtha to facilitate
further processing and separation of solids and water.
The naphtha is removed at the beginning of the upgrad-
ing stage in a simple distillation process and recycled to
the froth treatment plant.

– In-situ extraction 
Where the tar sand deposit is too deep to be surface-
mined, in-situ extraction methods are used (Fig. 1). They
involve injecting steam through a series of wells into the
underground oil sand deposit. The pressure and high
temperature cause bitumen and water to separate from
the sand particles. The heated bitumen migrates towards
producing wells, which bring it to the surface, while the
sand is left in place.

If the oil sand deposits are too deep for
surface mining, various in-situ extrac-
tion processes can be employed.

Fig. 1  Methods of extracting oil from oil sands
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Upgrading

Bitumen is a complex mixture of primarily long-chain, aro-
matic hydrocarbons, which must be broken up before it can
be processed in refineries. Bitumen is carbon-rich and
hydrogen-poor so that upgrading involves removing some
carbon while adding hydrogen to make more valuable
products. This is done using four main processes: coking
removes carbon and breaks large bitumen molecules into
smaller parts, distillation separates mixtures into their com-
ponents, catalytic conversion transforms hydrocarbons
into more valuable forms, and hydro-treating is used to
remove sulphur and nitrogen and to add hydrogen. Differ-
ent companies use these processes in different ways, but
the principles behind this transformation remain the same.

Exposures and risks 

Bearing in mind that there were only two oil sand facilities
in operation between 1980 and 2002, the total loss amount,
over US$ 2bn, is very significant. Several factors come
together to increase the exposure of these plants, as com-
pared with other oil and gas plants. New technologies have
partially reduced the risks but cannot change the very
inhospitable climate. Additional economic factors, e.g.
recent inflation in steel prices, shortage of engineering
capacity, and shortage of skilled labour, can also push up
project or repair costs.

Tailings

Tailings, a mixture of water, clay,
sand, and small amounts of bitu-
men, are pumped to holding ponds
after extraction.

– Bitumen traces are digested by
bacteria.

– Sand and clay gradually settle –
over a period of ten or more
years – and are used to fill the
mine site.

– The water can be reused for
extraction.

Extraction of oil from oil sand

A multi-step process is required to extract the bitumen 
(a thick, tar-like substance) from the sand, clay, and water
in oil sands and turn it into synthetic crude oil.

Surface mining and processing

1 Site preparation
Trees and brush are cleared. The
top soil and decaying plant ma-
terial are saved for subsequent
recultivation. Clay, silt, and gravel
are used to build tailing ponds.

2 Mining
The oil sand is removed using
huge mining shovels and trucks.
The ore is crushed. Hot water is
added to the sand so that it can be
piped to the extraction plant.

3 Primary extraction
Hot water is mixed with the oil
sand in large vessels to separate
the bitumen from the sand.

4 Secondary extraction
Bitumen froth is mixed with a sol-
vent (naphtha) and spun in cen-
trifuges to remove water and fine
clay particles.

In-situ process

Surface mining and processing

1 2 3 4

Tallings
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Technical exposure

– Development of enhanced processes 
Oil sand plants use processes employed in complex oil
refineries which have been adapted for processing oil
sands under severe climatic conditions. The installations
are mostly world-scale and often of prototypical charac-
ter and have been regularly improved and de-bottle-
necked.  

– Erosion and corrosion
The raw material being processed contains sand, sul-
phur, chloride, and water and is both highly erosive and
corrosive. Lines carrying the bitumen dissolved in diluent
or the coker products from the flexi coker may also con-
tain abrasive materials – for example, coke particles. The
oil also contains corrosive sulphur or chlorides. The haz-
ard of a pipe rupturing, i.e. being worn through, can
therefore be greater than in a conventional refinery.

– Diluent and recycle systems
Once separated from the sand, the bitumen, which is nor-
mally solid, has to be moved from extraction to upgrad-
ing, and this requires it to be dissolved in large amounts
of carrier or diluent liquid hydrocarbon. This diluent is
normally hot, in order to melt the bitumen in the first
place. Typically, this carrier or diluent is recycled and
reused. In the upgrading process, vapour products are
absorbed in large quantities of hot product oil, which
operates at a temperature close to its flash point. Should
there be a leak, a cloud of vapour forms which can easily
be ignited.

Upgrading

5 Coking
In the first stage of upgrading, the
naphtha is removed and recycled
for use in the extraction process
again. The bitumen is heated in
furnaces and fed into drums, from
which solid residue called coke 
is removed. Coke can be used,
similarly to coal, as a fuel in the
utilities plant or other units. The
remainder can be stockpiled or
sold.

6 Fractionating 
The hydrogen vapours from the
cokers are fed into the fractioning
tower, where they are separated
into naphtha, kerosene, and gas oil.

7 Hydrotreating
Depending on customer require-
ments, sulphur can be removed by
hydrotreating the products. The
recovered sulphur is then sold to
the fertilizer industry.

8 Utilities plant
The utilities plant supplies steam,
water, and electricity for the rest of
the operation.

Transport

The products are piped to refineries.

In-situ processes 

Oil sands more than 70 metres
underground are too deep for sur-
face-mining.

– A well is driven, into which high-
pressure steam is injected.

– The bitumen is heated to make it
flow more easily.

– Bitumen and water are pumped
to the surface.

– Water and sand particles are
removed. The water is recycled.

– The bitumen is diluted and piped
to the upgrading unit.

Upgrading Transport

75 6 8

Source: Suncor Energy Inc., 
Calgary
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Climate-driven exposure

The climate in Northern Alberta is, to say the least, severe.
Winter temperatures go down to 50°C below zero. There-
fore the whole plant needs winterisation, i.e. protection
against the weather by thick insulation and steam or elec-
trical heat tracing, which can be an additional source of
ignition.

Freezing can lead to several additional exposures. During
the erection, maintenance, and repair of piping, vessels, and
systems, water is employed to test the pressure. Should the
water not be removed completely, e.g. at low points where it
cannot drain properly, freezing may lead to piping and
equipment cracking. This may not become evident until that
part of the plant becomes warm and operational.

In the case of small fires, fire-fighting or cooling with water
may form a sheet of ice over large parts of the installations,
causing additional property damage, e.g. to the air cooler,
as well as an additional delay before debris can be
removed.

The extreme winter conditions make it very difficult, ex-
pensive, and time-consuming to reconstruct the plant after
a loss has occurred. The area being worked on has to be
boxed-in to protect it from the cold and wind. Furthermore,
the transport of heavy equipment becomes more difficult
under the severe weather conditions. The reduced effi-
ciency of construction works plus the long delivery times
for some equipment result in extended reconstruction
periods. The costs are therefore much higher than those 
incurred at plants in warmer areas. 

ALoP or BI exposure

Earnings from the production of synthetic crude from oil
sands are high given current oil prices, even though the
cost of production is higher than that of normal crude oil.
This adds to the risk for insurers, especially as the time for
repair and commissioning can be lengthy if a loss occurs
just before or during winter. 

Conclusion

Some of the exposures mentioned above also present a
challenge to industrial projects in other parts of the world.
Severe climatic conditions exist in Scandinavia, the Baltic
Republics, Siberia, and Alaska. Highly corrosive, very
heavy crude oils are also found in Venezuela, for instance.
High ALoP or BI exposure will continue to be a typical fea-
ture of most oil and gas industries as long as crude oil
prices remain at their currently high level. 

Canadian oil sand operations have to face a combination of
all these exposures, making the underwriting a special
challenge.
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Loss amounts in US$ 1,000

Date of loss Kind of loss Cause and description of loss MD BI Total

25.07.1981 Material damage Failure of a turbo-generator. 8,200 15,360 23,560

20.01.1982 Fire Fire in a tar sand processing plant. Severe fire in the hydrogen 5,500 41,300 46,800
compressor building of a unifiner unit, reportedly started in the 
100-bar lube oil system. Fire-fighting was difficult because of the 
extreme cold (–40°C).

14.01.1983 Freeze Freezing of a steam heat tracing line. Outage of 10-bar steam 12,000 0 12,000
tracing line – rapid growth of a caustic-initiated crack. Improper 
installation of chromium weld cap and carbon steel pot.

02.07.1983 Fire Blaze severely damaged the heat exchanger of a gas oil 7,400 22,800 30,200
hydro-treating unit. Processed crude oil production had to be halted.

08.01.1984 Fire Coker: Fire in the reactor caused by valve failure. 28,000 0 28,000

15.08.1984 Explosion fire Erosion failure in a ten-inch slurry recycle oil line of a fluid bed coking 57,700 230,800 288,500
unit released liquids near their autoignition temperature. Vapours 
ignited almost immediately and the subsequent fire caused six or 
seven more pipes to fail. Cause: 18 inches of carbon steel pipe had 
inadvertently been inserted into the chrome slurry recycle line.

10.10.1987 Fire Hot roller ignited oil sands bitumen on a conveyor belt to the 40,700 85,000 125,700
extraction unit.

16.12.1989 Fire A nitrogen purge line connected to the compressor suction line 35,650 0 35,650
failed. The primary isolation valve was partially open, allowing 
the 100-bar hydrogen to escape. The gas cloud exploded upon 
ignition and several secondary fires ensued. The initial failure was 
due to a stress crack initiated by water freezing in the line on a 
previous occasion.

02.04.1992 Fire Fire in unifiner. 11,800 0 11,800

03.04.1992 Fire A fire which started in the upgrader section was brought under 15,780 0 15,780
control a day later. Damage confined to hydro-treater section.

10.04.1992 Fire 10,400 1,000 11,400

26.12.1992 Freeze 24,900 0 24,900

23.10.2000 Explosion Crews were close to completing a maintenance shutdown of the 5,000 100,000 105,000
coker. The coker was being flushed with steam to clear out gases. 
Apparently, some hydrocarbon gases exploded.

06.01.2003 Explosion Explosion and fire at the extraction plant of the solvent recovery 120,000 205,000 325,00
unit (SRU) of an oil sand project during commissioning. During 
mechanical completion, a pipeline to SRU-2 was water pressure 
tested, but the water was not adequately drained, and a 24-inch ball 
valve froze. Expansion forces due to frozen ice damaged a flange, 
and diluted bitumen was released and accumulated at ground level 
before ignition.

04.01.2005 Fire Large fire at oil sands upgrader caused by rupture of a pipe, which 210,000 880,000 1,090,000
should have been lined, due to corrosion. Flames impinged on 
other lines resulting in extensive damage. Rebuild lasted nine months.

Total 593,030 1,581,260 2,174,290

Source: Munich Re, OPCLOS database (oil, petrochemical, chemical losses)

1 Losses are from ground up, i.e. including known deductibles.

Tab. 1  Major risk: Oil sand projects – Losses exceeding US$ 10m1



Sprinklers: If a fire starts, the
glass bulb bursts, the nozzle
opens, and water is sprayed 
onto the fire.

Special topic: Fire protection and loss
prevention

In order to avert the major-loss risk of fire, fire
protection and loss prevention measures
must be adopted – but which?
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One aspect of managing fire risks is active loss prevention
in the context of holistic risk management. This is an
appeal for risk management that constitutes a prevention
strategy and not just crisis management in response to
loss events.

The United States, at the beginning of the 19th century: It is
only when the manufacturers implement protection plans
and measures that the fire risk in the cotton-processing
industry becomes insurable.  

“Uninsurable” risks are made insurable by
loss prevention.

Germany, 1960s: Enormous losses have made sugar fac-
tories and refineries barely insurable – and then only at
premium rates of between 12 and 20‰. The Magdeburg
Fire Insurance Company founds an insurance association
for beet sugar factories which attempts to keep the risks
insurable on the basis of loss prevention and selection. In
this way, the premiums can be reduced to 3.5‰ over a
period of two decades.

And even today the substantial loss potentials in industrial
fire insurance are a headache for the insurance industry. 
As a result of major fires, for instance, fire and fire busi-
ness interruption losses in the German insurance market
amounted to more than €2.9bn in 2005 – an increase of 19%
over the 2004 figure. In view of rising deductibles, insurers
are focusing on loss prevention and risk management more
than ever before.

Fire loss prevention

One of the central elements of loss prevention is to devise
and assess fire protection plans. Information on the risk is
needed to make the right underwriting decisions. Insurers
that have access to a high level of information in their port-
folios are generally less exposed to the risk of error. And this
raises their chances of making a profit in this risk business.

In industrial insurance – unlike in lines of business with
large portfolios – it is customary to examine the specific
features of each individual risk and to process this informa-
tion for underwriting purposes rather than to use portfolio

data as the source of risk information. Underwriting deci-
sions must be based not only on objective risk criteria with
regard to fire protection but also and in particular on a sub-
jective evaluation.

An important aspect for insurers is that, on account of pre-
mium competition, they must be resolute in exerting influ-
ence on their portfolios’ claims experience. Loss preven-
tion therefore presents an excellent opportunity not only to
analyse the quality of risks before losses occur but also to
induce improvements in the quality of risks in the insured
portfolio by means of fire protection plans.

Profitable business can only be attained by
investigating the quality of each risk and
optimising the portfolio by means of loss
prevention.

If loss or damage occurs and it is found that certain obliga-
tions have not been observed, e.g. risks do not comply
with safety standards, the insurer can invoke freedom of
contract. Even if no claims have been made, the insurer
can, when reviewing the portfolio, decide not to renew a
contract at the due date if the risk is of inadequate quality.

Loss prevention also means learning from losses and
basing underwriting decisions on the knowledge gained.
Sugar factories, for example, are certainly insurable now-
adays, but in the light of experience, including losses
involving fermentation damage to dryer feed, they are
often insured only in return for an additional premium and
up to an agreed limit of indemnity. 

Loss prevention services for clients, such as the systematic
monitoring of poorly performing risks, are also an impor-
tant part of insurers’ and reinsurers’ service profiles.
Hence, Munich Re offers its clients these services too,
providing the knowledge required for protection plans,
methods, and technologies on the basis of its global ex-
perience. Loss prevention experts working in a worldwide
network called Knowledge Management Topic Network
Property Claims focus their attention on the subjects of
loss prevention and risk management.

Special topic: Fire protection and loss prevention

Fire – From risk factor to risk management

Author
Dr. Alfons Maier, Munich
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Fire protection plans and protection targets

Besides focusing on the fire protection and safety standards
laid down in statutory provisions and underwriting guide-
lines, a comprehensive fire protection plan also considers
other, primarily commercial aspects. This is one way of min-
imising or even completely avoiding losses due to business
interruptions and threatening market losses. Only after con-
sideration of all these aspects is it possible to formulate risk-
adequate fire protection requirements – in conjunction with
defined protection targets (protection of persons, environ-
ment, or property) – with a view to achieving an acceptable
residual risk. This calls for comparative loss analyses using
relevant fire scenarios and a consideration of maximum
losses (e.g. PMLs).

Sprinkler systems – Protection for property and human life

Property values are protected in particular by a fire protec-
tion plan, which usually includes structural fire protection
measures. It must be noted, however, that structural barriers
are the last link in the chain of measures taken to prevent
fires from starting and spreading. By the time they have any
effect, major losses may already have occurred (e.g. within
a fire compartment) involving bodily injury, environmental
impairment, property damage, and business interruptions.
In order to reduce the fire risk as far as possible, therefore, a
protection plan must go into action much earlier. It must
take effect as early as possible by preventing fires from
starting and promoting successful fire-fighting, as Fig. 1
shows. This is because once a fire is in full flame, it can eas-
ily get completely out of control.

A reliable means of fighting fires in the early stages is a fire
suppression system such as a sprinkler system. According
to the Association of German Property Insurers’ statistics
for Germany, sprinklers and deluge systems had a success
rate of 97.9% in the period 1971–1992 (when approx. 9% of
the country’s industrial floor area was protected by sprink-
lers). A further analysis shows that only one sprinkler head
was activated in 43% of all events and that ten sprinklers at
most were sufficient in 89% of the cases. 

Evidence of sprinkler systems’ effectiveness is also pro-
vided by an analysis of 70 electrical industry risks covering
a total area of 3.7 million square metres (with approx.
300,000 sprinklers). The analysis included all losses
exceeding €12,500 with 80% sprinkler protection. Over a
10-year period, there were 39 losses involving sprinkler-
protected risks with a total loss amount of €2.5m (€0.85 per
square metre) and 41 losses involving non-protected risks
with a total loss amount of €23m (€30.65 per square
metre). In terms of the overall loss amount, this corre-
sponds to a ratio of 1:36. 

These examples show that sprinkler systems are a good
means of preventing and limiting property damage. But what
about protection of persons? The following example shows
that if the probability of a fire starting is reduced, it will lead to
the probability of subsequent death being reduced too.

The probability of fire in Germany is approx. 2.5 x 10-3

(200,000 fires per year with a population of 80 million).
These account for 600 people killed, 6,000 severely injured,
and 60,000 suffering minor injuries. In relation to the total
population of 80 million, the number of fatalities is equiva-
lent to a probability of 7.5 x 10-6. 

Fig. 1  Fire-fighting
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According to DIN 18230, the probability of hazardous fires
is reduced by 2 x 10-2 if fire suppression systems are in
place. 

This means that sprinkler systems not only
have a positive influence on the extent of
losses and the occurrence probability of
property damage, they are also very suitable
as a means of preventing bodily injury and
saving human life.

Fig. 2 also shows the effectiveness of fire suppression
systems in protecting people. In Canada, for instance, the
number of fatalities declined rapidly when, at the begin-
ning of the 1970s, sprinklers were made obligatory in
hotels, hospitals, and nursing homes, and again from the
1990s when they were also prescribed for new residential
buildings. 

Risk and risk management

Loss prevention and risk management measures must
contribute towards making the residual risk acceptable.
What is meant by the terms “residual risk” and “risk”? In
the techno-scientific sense, the risk R is described by the
following probability statement: occurrence probability 
H multiplied by extent of loss K, i.e. R = H x K

This formula represents a constant that takes the form of a
hyperbola (Fig. 3, p. 24). The graph shows that there is no
absolute certainty of a zero risk (since the avoidance of
unmanageable risks may harbour the risk of missed oppor-
tunities). A residual risk is the risk which, based on the cur-
rent state of science, is still inherent in an activity, method,
procedure, or process even if all theoretically possible
precautions (scientifically feasible precautions) have been
taken. As extent of loss and occurrence probability are
quite minimal in many areas, a borderline risk is defined
for the majority of activities, methods, procedures, and
processes (economically reasonable precautions).

The interpretation of risk is, however, an individual matter
and varies from region to region. In the Netherlands and
Anglo-Saxon countries, for example, there are politically
accepted individual risks of 1.0 x 10-6 per event group. This
“social threshold” is used to define a rare or very improb-
able event. If the frequency of an undesired event is
assessed to be lower, the event becomes socially accept-
able. One principle that is often used is the ALARP (as low as
reasonably practical) principle, which involves weighing up
technical and operating options, economic efficiency, and
ecological compatibility, i.e. the risks and opportunities.

Only with sufficient knowledge of the risk R and its qualita-
tive and quantitative factors is it possible to develop risk
control strategies and risk management methods. 

Fig. 2  Fire victims 1970–2000 (Canada)
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The number of people killed in fires
dropped dramatically in Canada
when at the beginning of the 1970s
sprinklers were prescribed for
certain types of building.
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The qualitative and in particular quantitative
risk assessment of loss prevention measures
is a challenge, but it helps in gaining know-
ledge in the context of holistic risk manage-
ment.

Furthermore, risk management should constitute a preven-
tion strategy – in the sense of anticipating and avoiding
dangers – and not simply crisis management in response
to loss events. 

Companies will be called upon in the future to further
develop their risk culture in the context of loss prevention
and risk management – topics that are also relevant in
terms of Solvency II.

Capital costs of losses

It is also worthwhile to compare the cost of a sprinkler sys-
tem with the costs associated with personal injuries, like
accident, disability, and rescue costs, especially as statu-
tory safeguards in the context of fire prevention and pro-
tection are mostly aimed at protecting people and saving
human life.

Costs incurred for sprinkler systems

Installing a sprinkler system in a 5,000-m2 industrial hall
would cost about €20 per square metre nowadays. Over a
period of 20 years, an annual outlay of €6,000 must be
expected for upkeep and maintenance. The expenditure for
a sprinkler system would thus come to €220,000. 

Costs incurred for personal injuries

– Costs associated with workers’ compensation insurance
In the United States, for instance, injuries involving burns
and scalds due to fire or flames cost an average of 
US$ 123,000 a year (costs in cases of death and injury
exceeding US$ 5,000).1

– Loss of earnings
Compensation is based on, among other things, the for-
gone income.  A value ensues if we assume that a US citi-
zen has an average annual income of about US$ 50,000.
After 20 years he would have earned one million dollars.

– Rescue costs (i.e. costs per human life saved)
Rescue costs represent the quotient of safety costs and
risk reduction (number of human lives saved). Safety
costs, on the other hand, are financial expenditure for
measures that reduce the risk. Rescue costs do not repre-
sent the value of a human life but the cost of measures
that, for example, prevent death. Examples of these costs
are presented in Table 1, which shows that they can be
relatively high. 

Possible extent of loss

Fig. 3  Risk stages and residual risks
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published on 23 June 2006, San Francisco, CA.
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Although the comparisons and figures quoted are only
rough estimates, they do make it clear that whilst protect-
ing property with a sprinkler system and protecting people
in fire loss events both cost tens of thousands of euros, the
figure in the case of loss of earnings and rescue costs may
be hundreds of thousands of euros or dollars. 

Sprinklers are therefore an excellent means of reducing
the risk – for which the financial outlay is often reasonable.
Above all, they are an excellent way of avoiding personal
injury and saving human life. There is no single case in the
world in which a person has suffered harm if such a protec-
tion device was in proper condition. 

Conclusion

Within the framework of loss prevention, insurers and rein-
surers have long been analysing the quality of risks and
options for improving the quality of the portfolio. Loss pre-
vention thus has a direct impact on the prices, terms, and
conditions in the sense of risk-adequate rating and is the
basis for profitable business.  

If we compare property damage and personal injury, we
find that property loss prevention measures can make a
substantial contribution to reducing personal injury risks. 

Considering fire risks in the context of holistic risk manage-
ment will in the future not only mean devising fire protec-
tion and loss prevention plans but also incorporating per-
sonal injury aspects too. If the risk observations contain

qualitative, quantitative, and economic elements, the tradi-
tional steps of risk management (analysis, assessment,
reduction, prevention) can be taken on a sound basis to
find an insurance solution that is commensurate with 
the risk. 

Source material

Blättle, H. J.: Vom Risiko, in: vfdb-
Zeitschrift, 1/2006, p. 3.

Dr. Maier, Alfons: Personal
information from GVC working
committee on risk, loss analysis,
and reliability, 2003.

Hartwig, S. (ed.): Große
technische Gefahrenpotentiale –
Risikoanalysen und Sicherheits-
fragen, Springer, 1983.

Rescue costs do not represent the
value of a human life but the cost
of measures that, for example,
prevent death and are thus costs
for investments in safety.

Source: Table modified from The Office of Management and Budget (ed.): Ranking Regulatory Investments
in Public Health from the FY 2003 Budget – Analytical Perspectives Section 24, and the Technical Appendix,
4 February 2002

Table 1 Examples of rescue costs in the United States

Regulations Cost per life saved 
(US$ 1,000,000)

Helmet protection (traffic) 0.66 to 0.7

Reflective devices for heavy trucks 0.92

Child restraints in vehicles 1.5 to 4.9

Interim enhanced surface water treatment < 0 to 6.8

Safety measures for railroad work 7.0

Regulations governing the reduction of NOx emissions in federal states 3.7 to 8.3

Standards for the handling of methylene chloride (safety at work) 12.7
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Fires do not start more often or faster in high-rise build-
ings than in other types of building, but they spread much
quicker. For this reason, special fire protection standards
and building regulations that limit the fire risk are needed
for high-rise buildings. 

Fire continues to be one of the greatest threats to build-
ings, especially high-rises. A modern high-rise building –
mostly of steel and penetrated horizontally and vertically
by kilometres of electricity, air-conditioning, water, and
sanitation lines – harbours an enormous risk of fire, smoke,
and heat spreading. 

Following devastating high-rise fires in the 1960s and
1970s (in such countries as Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela,
and Korea) the building regulations and fire protection
standards for high-rise buildings in many countries were
tightened considerably. But these new regulations were
not applied retroactively to numerous old buildings,
because structural and fire protection retrofits are subject
to separate statutory provisions and regulations.

List of fire protection deficiencies

In 1999, Munich Re analysed a number of high-rise fires
that occurred in the 1990s and found that the spread of fires
is promoted by a number of fire protection deficiencies. 

– Fire compartments are lacking in large open floor spaces.

– Smoke and fire spread along stairways and air-condition-
ing ducts because there are no fire dampers or fire-retar-
dant sealings in place.

– Cable conduits in stairway walls are not sealed.

– There are no protected fire-fighting lifts (in high-rises
with more than 30 storeys).

– Building components have insufficient fire-resistant
properties.

– The emergency power supply fails due to the cable sys-
tem being unreliable. 

– No full-scale automatic fire detection system is in place,
so that the fire cannot be detected and located quickly.

– Security staff do not receive adequate training.

– There are deficiencies in alarm planning.

– Coordination with the local fire service is poor.

– There are deficiencies in the fire water supply (e.g. too
little pressure in the risers).

– Sprinkler systems do not work. 

– There are no automatic extinguishing systems in place.

Special topic: Fire protection and loss prevention

Fire protection in high-rise buildings

Author
Eckhard Schäper, Munich
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High-rise building in Caracas, Venezuela. 
A fire broke out on the 34th floor shortly after
midnight on 17 October 2004.

High-rise in flames

Author
Gerhard Loos, Munich

Shortly after midnight on Sunday, 17 October 2004, a fire
broke out on the 34th floor of a 56-floor high-rise building
in Caracas. Over 300 firefighters had their work cut out to
extinguish the fire. Although the fire seemed to be under
control at 8 a.m., problems in the fire-extinguishing system
led to the fire spreading to the top of the 221-m tower. The
pumps failed, the fire water did not reach beyond the 34th
floor. 

The 39th floor, which formed a separate fire compartment
and should thus have restrained the fire, was unable to
stop the flames. Fire service helicopters and strong rain
helped to cool the building structure, but by the time the
fire was extinguished, all the combustible material above
the 34th floor had burnt out. 

The loss was estimated at over US$ 250m. The fire had
destroyed a valuable municipal archive with a collection of
unrestorable plans of public buildings of the last 200 years.



Fire protection regulations and loss prevention

The verticality of high-rises promotes fire spread. Fire,
smoke, and gas travel upwards very quickly along the main
propagation path. Fire-fighting is also problematical. This 
is due to the fact that the fire brigade’s outside attack is
restricted to the lower floors because the ladders are limited
in length. The stairways provide the only access route for
fighting fires and locating and rescuing people in the build-
ing. Structural fire protection and active loss prevention,
fire-fighting, and organisational measures help to minimise
the fire risk in high-rise buildings.

Structural fire protection

The standards for fire prevention and protection are gov-
erned by special building regulations and directives for
high-rise buildings. In Germany, the standards are con-
tained in the model building code (Musterbauordnung),
the model high-rise directive (Musterhochhausrichtlinie),
and the regional building regulations of the individual
states.

Stairways

Buildings are evacuated using the stairways, which are
therefore particularly important in emergencies.

– Stairways must be enclosed by fire-resistant walls of
noncombustible materials.

– Interior stairways should only be accessible by way of
lobbies with smoke-proof and self-closing doors of at
least fire-retardant design.

– All stairways must have smoke vents, whilst interior
stairways must have a mechanical, automatic ventilation
system. The ventilation system must be connected to the
building’s emergency power supply. 

Fire-resistant materials

In order for a high-rise building to maintain its stability in a
fire, the loadbearing structures must be fire-resistant. The
German directives specify a fire-resistance period of 90
minutes, and 120 minutes for buildings with a height of
more than 60 m. 

The inadequate fire-resistant properties of unprotected
steel necessitate composite steel and concrete structures
or fire-resistant coatings or facings of fire-resistant boards.
To prevent the building itself from promoting fire spread,
structural elements and components must be of primarily
noncombustible materials. 

Fire compartments

In order to prevent fire spread, fire compartments must 
be created by means of vertical and horizontal structural
separation, and must include

– fire-resistant ceilings and partition walls of noncom-
bustible materials (partition walls in hallways, corridors,
and landings must reach up to the raw ceiling) and

– tight-closing and fire-retardant doors.

The most effective protection against fire spreading on the
exterior façade is afforded by fire-resistant glazing. The
directives also call for a fire separation distance of at least
1 m between two floors, but this is often not sufficient.
Alternative solutions are projecting structural components
or more concentrated sprinkler protection around the win-
dow façade but even these are often not enough to prevent
a fire from spreading along the exterior walls.
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Supply and pipe shafts

Fire and smoke can be prevented from spreading vertically
from floor to floor if

– the shafts for ventilation, power, communication, sanita-
tion, and conveyor systems are, like the stairways, of fire-
resistant design; 

– riser shafts have fire-resistant sealings between each
floor and openings are closed with fire-resistant flaps
(automatic smoke and heat venting systems are advanta-
geous);

– refuse chutes are protected in the same way.

Lifts and fire-fighting lifts

Lifts shafts should be fire-resistant enclosures. Lifts may
only be accessed from corridors or self-contained lobbies.
Lifts are to be connected to a back-up power supply so that
they can be taken to the ground floor automatically in the
event of a power outage or a fire alarm. Fire-fighting lifts
are also called for in standards and directives issued by the
authorities. The German high-rise directive prescribes that
buildings with a height exceeding 30 m must have a fire-
fighting lift, and more may be required for buildings more
than 100 m tall. Fire-fighting lifts are subject to the same
fire safety regulations as normal lifts.

Ventilation and air-conditioning systems

Fire and smoke must not be allowed to enter stairways,
other floors, or fire compartments. Stairways, lobbies,
protected routes, and lift lobbies must therefore have their
own ventilation systems. Smoke and fire can be prevented
from spreading along ventilation ducts by means of auto-
matic and manual fire dampers installed on each floor. 

Graphic: Corporate Communications
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Fire water

In order to allow the fire brigade to go into operation as
soon as it reaches the scene of the fire, it is essential to
ensure that

– wet risers are installed in each stairway and that these
are connected to wall hydrants with hoses on every floor;

– robust hoses of sufficient length are in place;

– there is an adequate supply of fire water und sufficient
pressure (possibly necessitating the use of water pres-
sure booster systems).

To increase the level of safety, it may be appropriate to
supplement the wet risers with dry ones, which can be fed
with water under the necessary pressure by the fire
brigade on the ground floor.

Sprinkler systems

The most effective fire-fighting facilities in high-rise build-
ings are automatic sprinkler systems. It is important for the
entire building to be sprinklered so that fires can be extin-
guished automatically at the earliest possible stage or at
least contained until the fire brigade can take over. High-
rise fires represent a huge challenge even for professional
firefighters and loss experience has led to sprinkler sys-
tems being prescribed for high-rise buildings above a cer-
tain height in many countries – above 60 m in Germany.
The following standards apply in this context:

– The fire should be contained and brought under control
in the fire compartment in which it started.

– Flames, hot fire gases, and smoke should be prevented
from forming and spreading.

– An alarm should be sounded in the building, if possible
in conjunction with a central indicator showing the fire’s
location.

– The alarm should be transmitted to the fire brigade or
other emergency services.

Fire extinguishers

Incipient fires can be fought using portable fire
extinguishers (water or foam), which must be
installed in generally accessible areas and clearly
signposted. Dry powder units should not be used
because the extinguishing agents cause damage.
CO2 extinguishers should be in place for electrical
switch rooms.

Other fire suppression systems

CO2 or other inert gas extinguishing systems are particu-
larly beneficial if transformers, switchgear and control
rooms, computer centres, and telephone switchboards are
involved.

Fire-fighting

When a fire breaks out, there are various fire-fighting
systems designed to control or extinguish it. 

Sprinkler systems must be installed and maintained by
qualified personnel in accordance with the applicable regu-
lations or standards. All components used in the installa-
tion must meet the relevant standard. The best-known
standards are those issued by the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA 13: Installation of Sprinkler Systems)
and the Association of German Property Insurers (guide-
lines on the planning and installation of sprinkler systems,
VdS 2092). 



Active loss prevention measures

These include back-up power and fire detection systems.

Back-up power systems

Back-up or emergency power supply systems are to be
installed in high-rise buildings of a specific height. They
must be independent of the public grid and must start up
automatically in the event of a power outage.

Fire detection systems

An automatic fire detection system throughout the build-
ing is a must. It should transmit an alarm signal to a per-
manently manned station in the building and to the fire
brigade. Other requirements:

– The central control panel should be located on the
ground floor in a permanently manned service or utility
room.

– Emergency and evacuation plans must be drawn up and
security staff must be familiar with them.

– In order to ensure that fires are detected quickly, sprinkler
systems must be supplemented with further automatic
fire detection systems – smoke or heat detectors or multi-
purpose detectors, depending on their suitability. 

– Clearly visible call points – e.g. break-glass call points –
must be installed in the corridor areas of escape routes
and in stairway lobbies.

Organisational measures

In addition to the customary fire-fighting measures,

– a fire protection management system must be
implemented;

– emergency, alarm, and evacuation plans must be 
drawn up following consultations with the authorities,
emergency services, and public fire service;

– a computerised maintenance plan must be in place;

– security, service, and maintenance staff must receive
regular training on the correct response to alarms and
fires.
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Oxygen reduction may, under certain circumstances, be a
suitable alternative to conventional fire-extinguishing sys-
tems. If planned properly, continuous inerting can prevent
open fires from occurring altogether.

A combustible substance, an ignition source (heat), and
oxygen: the fire triangle (Fig. 1). If one of these elements is
removed from the system, the fire will go out. If one of
these elements is missing, the fire will not start at all.

Oxygen displacement and reduction

The principle of oxygen displacement has already been
implemented for some years for the purposes of fire pre-
vention and protection, since the lower the oxygen concen-
tration, the slower the combustion reaction and the higher
the ignition temperature and energy must be. The tem-
perature and destructiveness of the flame are also lower.

The majority of inert gas extinguishing systems used in
modern-day fire protection function in this way. An inert
gas like argon, carbon dioxide, or nitrogen is blown into
the fire area in order to lower the oxygen concentration to
such an extent that the fire goes out.

In the context of fire prevention, the oxygen concentration
is reduced by means of continuous inerting until there is
no possibility of an open fire occurring.

Continuous inerting

The main components of the air we breathe are oxygen
(21%) and nitrogen (78%). If a self-contained room is to be
protected against fire, it is usually sufficient to reduce the
oxygen concentration to about 14% to rule out the danger
of ignition. In order to keep this level constant, nitrogen is
added. Unlike other inert gases, it can be extracted from
the air in an uncomplicated and economical process. How
long a person can stay in an oxygen-reduced area depends
on the remaining concentration of oxygen (Fig. 2). An oxy-
gen content of 15% is similar to conditions at an altitude of
about 3,000 m.

Continuous inerting systems have three major compon-
ents: nitrogen supply, monitoring apparatus, and instru-
mentation and control equipment (Fig. 3). In many cases,
nitrogen generators break down purified compressed air
into its components oxygen and nitrogen. The extracted
nitrogen can be used for inertisation. The efficiency and
size of the equipment depends on the dimensions and den-
sity of the room to be protected and the required oxygen
concentration. The smaller the amount of air that is able to
intrude into the room, the more efficiently and economic-
ally the inerting unit will operate. Rooms that are often
entered or areas served by automatic conveyor systems
should therefore be equipped with air locks.

Continuous monitoring of the oxygen concentration will
ensure that a pre-set threshold is not exceeded. The instru-
mentation and control equipment controls the production
and injection of nitrogen. In order to maintain a constant
level of protection in the entire area, a sufficient number of
oxygen monitors must be installed.

Special topic: Fire protection and loss prevention
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Fig. 1  Fire triangle

A fire will only start when there is sufficient fuel,
oxygen, and ignition energy. If any of these are
deficient or replaced, a fire cannot start or continue
burning.
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The required oxygen concentration depends on the type of
material to be protected and on whether people need to be
present in the room. Even though about 95% of all fires are
extinguished at concentrations below 15%, the ignition
threshold must be calculated for each separate application
on the basis of realistic and reproducible trials.

In spite of oxygen reduction, pyrolysis processes in the
protected area such as smouldering fires caused by ther-
mal overload of electrical components cannot be ruled out.
The fire energy and the volume of pyrolysis products (e.g.
smoke) are relatively low, however. For this reason, very
early detection systems like smoke extraction systems
should be installed so that fire-fighting measures can be
initiated at an early stage. Conventional fire-detecting
devices like smoke detectors are not suitable.

Potential applications

Continuous inerting is a process that is already being used
in various practical applications, where it offers a decisive
advantage over conventional fire-extinguishing systems in
that it prevents fires from starting altogether, so that no
consequential damage is caused by extinguishing agents
or fire by-products.

Storage areas

Oxygen reduction units are very suitable for installation 
in automated warehouses or seldom frequented storage
areas, e.g. warehouses where foodstuffs or hazardous sub-
stances are kept and high-rack stores. Because of the size
of the stores, conventional fire-extinguishing systems are
difficult to install in some cases and do not always provide
optimum protection for sensitive goods. The risk of conse-
quential smoke damage making the entire contents of the
store unusable is also reduced.

Cold stores and freezers

The use of conventional fire-extinguishing systems in cold
stores and freezers requires a good deal of technical input
on account of the high fire loads and the unfavourable
ambient conditions like cold and dryness. If sprinkler sys-
tems are installed, for example, the water from the sprink-
lers may additionally cause extensive consequential dam-
age to sensitive goods.

IT rooms

Even small fires can lead to entire IT systems failing. This
danger can be reduced by a continuous inertising system.
Personnel can stay in these rooms for a short time without
any difficulty, e.g. to carry out maintenance work.

Protected area

Fig. 3  The principle of continuous inerting

The oxygen content of the air is constantly kept at a low level by the
continuous addition of nitrogen.
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Fig. 2  A comparison between the risk to humans
and fire suppression
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Archives and libraries

The safekeeping of historical documents and artefacts is
particularly demanding in terms of fire protection, since
archives and libraries often contain irreplaceable objects
that could be ruined forever not only by fire and smoke but
also by water. Preventing open fires is therefore particu-
larly important. A positive spin-off of continuous inerting is
that the lower oxygen concentration can have a conserving
effect.

Conclusion

The benefits of continuous inerting systems particularly in
sensitive areas – from small server rooms to high-rack
stores – are that open fires and consequential damage
caused by smoke and water can be avoided. 

Whether the installation of such a system makes economic
and technical sense must be judged on the merits of each
individual case. Such an examination must consider the
structural circumstances and the question whether people
must spend time in the rooms. Studies prove that in
essence it is possible to work in an oxygen-reduced atmos-
phere, but as yet there are no uniform national or inter-
national occupational safety standards that can be applied.
The competent authority should therefore be consulted in
the planning phase.

In order to reach the level of protection provided by
conventional fire-extinguishing systems, the threshold
concentration of the goods to be protected must be
determined individually on the basis of standardised 
tests.

The lowest threshold concentration serves as the basis for
calculating the minimum concentration. Safety margins
and hunting (technically induced fluctuations) are also to
be observed. Stipulating the oxygen concentration without
any proof of its effectiveness is unacceptable.

Effective fire protection for server
rooms. Even small fires can lead to
entire IT systems failing. 

If there is a fire in an archive,
valuable historical documents 
will be lost forever.
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Seeing temperature structures – measuring the tempera-
ture with the aid of infrared thermography makes it pos-
sible to locate and quantify thermal anomalies. In elec-
trical equipment, for example, hot spots can be identified
at an early stage – before it starts to burn. 

The human eye cannot register heat radiation. Only a few
animals, including a few specifies of snake and insect,
have this capability. But heat radiation can be made visible
to humans too by means of thermography. It is registered
by an infrared camera using special sensors. The result is a
thermogram, an image of the temperature distribution on
the examined surface.

Areas of application and benefits

Thermography is very versatile and can be used to exam-
ine thermal insulation materials in home and building
automation systems, to localise leaks in water and heating
pipes, or to carry out non-destructive tests on materials.

Another area of application is the preventive maintenance
of industrial facilities, which involves monitoring mechan-
ical and electrical components of production facilities with
a thermal imaging camera. A defective component can be
identified at an early stage by a distinctly measurable and
visible increase in temperature. Loose contacts and joints
can also be discovered using this method.

The advantage of thermal measuring is that production
facilities no longer need to be run down. An examination
can be performed by a single person while operations
continue, and the plant operator can schedule repairs or
rectification works depending on their urgency and the
magnitude of the defect.

Loss prevention – Fire prevention

From the insurance point of view, thermography is a useful
loss prevention tool that can be put to good use in the
process of fire prevention.

Special topic: Fire protection and loss prevention
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Electrothermography: Almost
every electrical component gets
warm before it fails. In this ex-
ample, the cable lug on the con-
nection of a power contactor was
incorrectly pressed.
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Fire protection in waste incineration plants

Stationary infrared imaging systems are a component of
the fire detection technology in waste incineration plants.
Many different materials accumulate in the waste bunkers
and can ignite spontaneously as a result of composting
processes. Storage areas containing highly flammable
objects are a further fire hazard. Hot spots are identified
quickly by infrared cameras, which then automatically trig-
ger an alarm as soon as a certain temperature is reached.

Fire protection in the power generation, chemical, and
steel industries

Thermography can be used in power plants for the reliable
identification of potential losses due to leaks or insulation
defects in pipes and pipelines. Problem areas in the chem-
ical industry include chemical or biochemical reactors and
containers in which critical and highly flammable materials
and products are often stored. In these branches of indus-
try there are many production processes in which it is
important to monitor the temperatures carefully. Thermog-
raphy ensures, for example, that overheating in production
processes is identified so that fires or explosions can be
prevented.

Fire protection for electrical installations

If electrical installations like transformers, low-, medium-,
and high-voltage switchgear, or compensation units are
switched off, problem areas often go unnoticed. Duty-cycle
or contact measurements are out of the question since
there are no live components. An alternative test that pro-
duces reliable results is the temperature measurement
method. Hot spots can be localised during operations
before there is any overloading, which can lead to a short
circuit or, if the worst comes to the worst, a fire.

The German insurance industry calls for thermography for
electrical installations

German insurers consider thermography to be an excellent
precaution for many branches of industry as a means of
preventing short-term downtimes and long-term interrup-
tions. Particularly as far as the safety of electrical installa-
tions is concerned, they call for regular thermographic
controls in addition to the conventional tests. This is
because many types of manufacturing and process equip-
ment cannot be shut down, with the result that statutory
and contractual requirements regarding the examination
of electrical installations are not met or at least not in full.
Thermography means that installations can be inspected
while they are running, thus averting the time and expense
of shutting them down and starting them up again. 

The Association of German Property Insurers has pub-
lished guidelines on the certification of electrothermog-
raphy experts and a list of certified electrothermography
experts, thus helping operators of electrical plants in Ger-
many to select a qualified examining body and ensuring
that thermographers are of uniform and high quality. 

The Association of German Property Insurers has also
issued a leaflet on thermography in electrical installations
which recommends that the following parts of installations
in particular should be examined before commissioning
and at regular intervals thereafter:

– Transformers of all performance classes
– Compensation units
– Switchgear
– Switching and control boards, fuse boxes
– Electrical machines and drives
– Electrical equipment in mobile units
– Cable systems, rail systems, overhead transmission

lines, etc.

Conclusion

Plant operators like thermography because it can be used
in preventive maintenance regardless of the operating
mode. Production managers are also aware of the benefits
it provides in minimising downtimes and loss of produc-
tion. Property insurers, on the other hand, see it as an ideal
and effective fire prevention measure.
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Building thermography: Block of
flats. Heat loss (red) in joints and
slabs.

Defective connection on a terminal
strip. High probability of failure.
Check clamp connection.

Defective knife-blade contact in an
NH fuse switch. Acute danger of
fire. Maintenance necessary.
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In July 2005, a minor accident on an oil and gas platform
160 km off the west coast of India caused a devastating
fire and the loss of the almost 13,000-tonne platform. The
insured loss is in excess of US$ 350m.

The significant Bombay High Oil Field was discovered at
the beginning of the 1970s off the coast of Mumbai. In ad-
dition to many unmanned platforms, there are seven large
production complexes, each comprising further platforms. 

In the northern part of the oil field, four steel platforms
connected by bridges make up the Bombay High North
(BHN) complex. It was here that a devastating fire broke
out on 27 July 2005. 

The affected BHN production and residential platform was
linked to two further production and residential platforms,
the MNW and NF platforms, by supply and pipe bridges.
The latter was also linked to the NA production platform.
Besides the workers’ accommodation, the BHN platform
also had facilities in which the oil was separated from
water and solid particles like sand, purged of its highly
volatile ingredients, collected, and then pumped through
pipelines to the mainland.  The mixture of oil, gas, water,
and sand coming from the wells reached the platform via
underwater pipelines and risers.

Flaming inferno at sea

Author
Günter Wichmann, Munich

Oil and gas production at sea

A large proportion of the world’s untapped oil deposits are
below the sea floor. Given the ongoing depletion of the
world's oil reserves, new techniques are constantly being
devised to drill for oil at greater and greater depths. 

The methods of exploiting crude oil and natural gas below
the sea floor are similar to those on the mainland – except
that they require much greater technological input. How-
ever exhaustive geological investigations may be, it is only
when oil companies start drilling that they find out whether
there is any oil and gas below the sea and how large the
deposits are. 

There are four different types of mobile offshore drilling
units. 

Rigs that are set up on the sea floor
– Jack-ups
– Submersibles

Floating platforms
– Semi-submersibles
– Drill ships

Whilst jack-ups tower over the sea surface on deployable
legs, submersibles sink to the sea floor by flooding their
ballast tanks. Semi-submersibles and drill ships, on the
other hand, are always afloat and maintain a stable position
by means of anchors and dynamic positioning systems.

If drilling works and production tests provide sufficient evi-
dence of an economically interesting source of oil or gas,
production facilities and upgraders are installed. Depend-
ing on the water depth and the weather conditions, various
types of fixed or floating facilities are used:

– Fixed platforms of steel or concrete

– Tension leg platforms (TLPs), platforms with floating
structures connected to the sea floor by hawsers or
chains to eliminate buoyancy

– Floating production, storage, and offloading (FPSO) facil-
ities, i.e. vessels – such as refurbished tankers – that have
not only the necessary production and processing facil-
ities but also tanks and installations with which the oil can
be transferred to shuttle tankers for further transportation

– Spar platforms, with the installations and facilities
mounted on floating steel cylinders (spars) that are
anchored to the sea floor by hawsers or chains
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Accident triggers flaming inferno

On the morning of the loss event, one of the crew of the
Samudra Suraksha, a multi-purpose support vessel
deployed in the Bombay High field, hurt himself while
working in the galley. As the monsoon rain made it impos-
sible to collect him by helicopter, he needed to be trans-
ferred to the BHN platform for medical treatment. The
accident is likely to have happened during the manoeuvre.
Due to the rough sea, the 100-m support vessel probably
touched the platform and possibly damaged a riser, caus-
ing the oil and gas mix to ignite immediately. The investi-
gations into exactly what happened are still going on.
Whatever the cause, the Samudra Suraksha was now on
fire and had to be evacuated. The fire spread to the BHN
platform, which had to be evacuated as well. There were
several explosions, and soon afterwards all the platform's
decks were in flames.

A rescue operation involving 24 ships, helicopters, and
planes was launched by the coast guard that very evening
and continued into the night. 360 crew members were
saved – in sometimes dramatic conditions. More than 20
men died on the burning platform and in the turbulent sea.

Besides the BHN platform, which was destroyed by the fire
and sank that same night, the NF platform was also
severely damaged. The emergency stop valves averted
any significant pollution of the sea. A few days later, the
Samudra Suraksha also sank. 

Conclusion

The techniques used in the production of oil and gas at sea
are often extremely elaborate and require adequate insur-
ance protection particularly in view of their potential for
large and catastrophe losses.

On 27 July 2005, a colossal fire broke
out at the Bombay High North platform
complex.

Metre-high flames shot up into the
sky and destroyed the platform,
which sank the very same night.
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A short circuit in a 65-year-old transformer led to a major
loss at a Russian steel works. The plant’s own switchgear
caught fire and the power supply was cut. The loss was
settled at US$ 3m.

Built in the 1940s, the plant is one of the largest producers
of steel in Russia. Its output in 2004 exceeded nine million
tonnes of steel and raw products. It has its own cogenera-
tion plant which supplies some of the power needed for
steel extraction. Seven transformers reduce the voltage
from the grid from 6.3 KV to 3.15 KV.  

The explosion

The power plant was in full operation on 29 April 2005
when there was a short circuit in the windings of an oil-
cooled transformer (built in 1939), which then exploded.
Burning oil shot out of the destroyed housing and set fire
to the power plant building. The heat buckled the steel
doors and the flames ignited the wooden window frames
on the floor above. 

Burning oil flowed into the cable ducts running along the
floor and set them on fire. Oil also collected in a concrete
pit below the transformer so that it was completely
engulfed in the flames. The seals between the transformer
housing and the cooling fins were burnt through within a
few minutes, allowing even more oil to spill into the pit,
which consequentially overflowed. The burning oil found
its way into adjacent rooms and damaged further trans-
formers.

The fire then spread through the ventilation grill above the
steel door and into the ventilation room above, where it
ignited the wooden partitioning and oil-soaked air filters,
motors, and cable insulation. Due to the chimney effect,
the fire was sucked through the cable ducts into the control
room on the top floor, where soot and heat caused exten-
sive damage to the control panels. 

Fire-fighting operations

The power plant supervisor immediately informed the
company fire brigade, which arrived with three appliances
only nine minutes after the explosion. The fire was so big,
however, that reinforcements had to be called for.

The fire-fighters quickly extinguished the fire in the trans-
former rooms using foam extinguishers. The flames in the

cable galleries were a greater problem because the intense
heat meant that they had to be flooded completely. The fire
in the cable shafts was extinguished by the deluge system.

With the aid of six fire tenders, two mobile ladders, and 
14 water tankers, it took 57 firemen an hour to get the fire
under control, although another four hours passed before
all the fire pockets were extinguished.

The cause of the fire

The transformer windings were so badly damaged that
even upon close examination there was no clear indication
as to the cause of the short circuit. The most likely explan-
ation is that there was a fault in the windings.

Analyses of the transformer oil established that its conduct-
ivity was within the range prescribed by the manufacturer.
Maintenance logs confirmed that the installations had been
serviced properly and in accordance with the manufac-

Transformer causes major fire

Author
Dieter Ackermann, Munich

The power plant building was completely
gutted. The steel doors were buckled and
the wooden window frames on the first
floor were burnt to a cinder.
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turer’s requirements. On the other hand, the transformer
had been in service for 65 years without interruption.

The scale of the damage was attributable to the fact that
the transformer was not equipped with an automatic fire
suppression system, which is standard practice nowadays.
Also, there was only partial vertical and horizontal separ-
ation between fire compartments and there were deficits in
terms of structural fire protection.

The effects of the power failure

The sudden loss of power also caused damage in other
parts of the steel works: 

– As the supply of cold air was broken, 55 blowing-in
nozzles in the blast furnace overheated and had to be
replaced.

– The fans employed in the ladle-heating process came to a
standstill. As a result, the refractory lining of nine ladles
in the converter shop, each weighing more than 15
tonnes, was damaged. These ladles cooled down too
quickly and their refractory lining cracked.

– The electrically powered pumps of the bearing lubrica-
tion system stopped working. The bearings on several
turbo-generators were damaged beyond repair.

Indemnification

Bringing blast furnaces up to operating temperature again
after a stoppage requires large amounts of energy – and
money. As the restarting of five furnaces was covered
under the insurance policy, the insurer had to pay several
hundred thousand dollars for this operation. The costs

incurred for fire-fighting including those of the company
fire brigade were reimbursed.

The buildings and damaged machines were only insured at
their actual cash value. The indemnification of US$ 3m
therefore only covered a portion of the actual repairs and
replacement costs.

Loss prevention measures

When checking the quality of the transformer oil every year,
it is a good idea to thermoscan the electrical equipment at
the same time. The process of thermography identifies
electrical components and cables that are warmer than
usual before a short circuit can occur and develop into a
fire. The operating company also saves on energy costs if it
can remove such faulty parts.

Business interruptions can be avoided by ensuring that a
back-up power supply is available. 

All industrial installations have only a limited service life. 
If machines are run continuously, their efficiency will at
some time or another decrease and the probability of
breakdown will increase (e.g. the properties of the material
decline as a result of corrosion, contamination, loss of
elasticity, or changes in the crystalline structure). Even if
they are serviced and maintained properly, these effects
eventually lead to components failing. The simplest way of
avoiding losses due to ageing is to replace components or
entire machines in good time, i.e. with a sufficient margin
before they reach a critical age.

The transformer windings were
charred. The fire was probably
caused by a short circuit in the
windings.

Cable gallery under the building.
The flames could only be extin-
guished by flooding the basement.
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A fire at a car factory in Southeast Asia on 18 December
2004 destroyed the entire spray booth facility and jeop-
ardised production. Fast and professional claims man-
agement lowered the costs of the property and business
interruption losses.

Built in the mid-1980s, the factory produces a popular mid-
range sedan, which accounts for approx. 27% of the manu-
facturers’ overall production of automobiles. During
upgrading in 2002, a high-tech robotic spray system was
installed for the top-coat line 1 spray booths – and it was
here that the fire broke out.

Fire-fighting systems were in place: an automatic sprinkler
system, hose reels, fire extinguishers, a CO2 total flooding
system for the spray-painting area, smoke detectors, a break-
glass alarm system connected to the fire station, and a public
address system. The loss was nevertheless immense.

Scale of damage

The fire damaged the entire spray booth facility. Top-coat
spray booths 1 and 2, the surfacer booth, the paint circula-
tion system, and the air-handling units were completely
gutted (Photo 1). A forensic scientist established that the
fire was due to an electrostatic discharge caused by sol-
vent and paint escaping from a leaking hose located within
a robotic spray gun. As the facility shut down completely,
production of the mid-range sedan was seriously jeopard-
ised. 

Material loss

The reserve estimated for reconstructing the damaged
spray booths was based on their original construction cost,
plus an allowance for inflation. It soon became clear, how-
ever, that the actual reconstruction costs could be much
higher. It was also assumed that a period of 6–8 months
would be required to fully restore the booths.

Business interruption

This involved the initially assumed loss of sales conse-
quent upon the loss of production, the increased costs of
working to restore the lost spray-painting facility, and the
costs incurred to expedite the reconstruction of the spray
booths. A downtime of 6–8 months would have inevitably
resulted in a loss of sales. The manufacturers estimated
that they would only be able to maintain a maximum of
60% of production capacity as a result of the fire. This
would mean possible loss of production of up to 2,000
vehicles a month, which would have been equivalent to a
loss of gross profit amounting to US$ 20m including the
increased cost of working.

It was thus a major material damage loss with long lead-in
times and a very sizable potential loss of production of
approx. 40%, for which the reserves set up were almost
twice as high.

Fire in a car factory

Author
John Pyall, Munich
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Competent loss management

From the outset, all loss management efforts were directed
towards averting the loss of production and expediting the
reconstruction of the damaged spray booth facilities. Loss
adjusters and reinsurers worked closely together. Special-
ist knowledge and good contacts allowed a carefully
assembled team of experts to be assigned to the job im-
mediately. The manufacturers were thus given the best
possible support in mitigating the loss and minimising 
the business interruption. The strategy centred on the
following areas:

– Expediting reconstruction of the spray booths to reduce
the downtime

– Implementing alternative spray-painting facilities and
taking into account cost and painting standards issues

– Reducing the production loss to a minimum

– Deploying an external project manager to ensure
compliance with the tight time schedules

– Limiting reconstruction costs through careful project
management

The first phase of the team’s efforts focused on reducing
the production loss and exploring alternatives for spray-
painting the vehicle shells. Various options were explored,
including the possibility of using spray-painting facilities at
a different plant: a logistics contractor would have trans-
ported the shells between the two plants using specially
designed trucks. After much analysis and debate, it was
found that using the main production line would be the
most economical solution. To avoid significant production
losses due to the additional burden on the paint-spraying
facilities in the main production line, additional equipment
was purchased and changes implemented to the existing
facilities. 

The fact that the damaged spray booths were located right
in the middle of the factory and surrounded by a working
assembly plant presented the team with the difficult chal-
lenge of ensuring that the reconstruction works did not
interfere with operations or cause any damage to the
assembly plant. The problem was compounded by the fact
that different contractors were appointed for the recon-
struction of the spray booths, paint circulation systems,
and machinery and electrical installations, and for the
repairs to the building.

These repairs proved to be extremely challenging as they
had to be completed before the new spray booths could be
installed. Inadequate project management would have
inevitably delayed reconstruction. And this might have
disrupted production and generated massive cost over-
runs and an unacceptably high business interruption and
material damage exposure.

In the face of the massive logistical and constructional
challenges on site, the team’s skills were put to good test to
ensure smooth coordination between all those involved. 

The flames caused severe damage
to the entire spray booth facility. 

Fig. 1  Schematic drawing detailing the spray booth
section

Source: Maphilindo Loss Adjusters, Kuala Lumpur
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Successful loss management

The strategy of appointing a team of experts to assist the
manufacturers worked. The reconstruction of the spray
booths was completed on 31 May 2005, so that they were
re-commissioned just 51⁄2 months after the fire. This was a
considerable reduction from the initial projection of 6–8
months.

The business interruption loss was also reduced quite
significantly. The manufacturers’ claim was eventually
restricted to increased costs of working only. The team of
experts succeeded in averting a loss of production and a
loss of gross profit. The reinsurers achieved their initial
objective, which was to assist the manufacturers in the
process of restarting production and minimising the ma-
terial damage.

Thanks to the cooperation of all the parties involved, the
final settlement amount was only 44% of the originally
estimated loss.

As demonstrated by this example, the secret to success in
business interruption losses is to ensure that an experi-
enced and efficient team is put together as soon as pos-
sible and that it pursues a clear strategy, which has the
support of the insured and the insurers, with the aim of
reducing the overall loss. 

The fire damaged the air-handling
units.

The paint distribution system on
the ground floor was also severely
damaged.

One of the top-coat spray booths –
it was completely gutted.
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An oil fire followed by an explosion at a power plant in
Poland in January 2004 led to the powerhouse roof col-
lapsing. A turbine, the generator, and the building itself
were severely damaged. 

Built in the 1970s, the coal-fired power station produces
electricity, warm water for the public supply, and industrial
steam. The electricity is generated by four units, each com-
prising a steam turbine and a generator. They are installed
in a hall with a roof primarily of steel. 

On the morning of 20 January 2004, the instruments re-
corded a pressure drop in the lubricating oil system of one
of the turbines. The affected unit shut down automatically.
A few minutes later workers noticed a fire below the tur-
bine in the region of the oil filter. They immediately
attempted to extinguish the fire and alerted the public fire
service, which arrived on the scene ten minutes later.
Whilst preparations were being made to start the fire-fight-
ing, there was an explosion and the hall roof collapsed. It
took twenty hours to extinguish the fire, in which 13 cubic
metres of lubricating oil were burnt.

Cause of fire

When investigating the cause of the fire, it was found that
one of the two oil filters had not been closed properly. Ten
of the 16 screws that sealed the filter casing were missing,
and one of the six remaining screws was loose. Oil was
able to drain out of the filter and ignite on a hot surface. 

Course of events

The escaping oil made the fire spread quickly. Due to the
extreme heat, some nitrogen bottles stored nearby ex-
ploded. It also caused a leak in the generator’s hydrogen-
cooling system. Gas escaped and rose to the hall roof. 
The explosive mixture of hydrogen and air ignited, and the
explosion made the roof collapse. 

Extent of loss

The turbine and generator were severely damaged not
only by the fire but also by the collapsing roof structure. 
As the damage was mostly only local, the other three units
were soon able to go into operation again.

Safety precautions and loss mitigation measures for
power plants

A good quality of risk can be attained if appropriate meas-
ures are taken in terms of fire protection, servicing, and
maintenance. Leaks in the oil supply in particular frequently
result in fires. These can usually be extinguished by the
workers. If the conditions are unfavourable, however, fires
can spread so rapidly that the available fire-extinguishing
systems are unable to cope with them, e.g. if too much oil
escapes or fires are discovered too late. Various organisa-
tional and technical precautions help to protect turbines
and generators and minimise the damage.

Documenting maintenance and servicing

An effective organisational measure is to ensure that work
on safety-critical components is only carried out by quali-
fied staff in coordination with those responsible for pro-
cess technology and safety experts. In addition, the work
should be documented – and monitored by another quali-
fied person. Work certificates are often used as a means of
documenting the work once it has been completed. They
show who has done what and when and give details of the
precautions taken. This not only minimises the risk of a fire
starting due to inattention, for example, but also makes it
easier to reconstruct the course of events at a later stage.

Oil fire in a power plant

Author
Markus Braun, Munich
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Safeguarding the oil supply

Leaks increase the danger of fire when large amounts of
combustible oils are used. Therefore, care must be taken 
to ensure that oil cannot escape, that leaks are identified
quickly, and that ignition sources are minimised. To pre-
vent fires from engulfing the entire supply of oil, oil tanks
should be located in a separated fire compartment. 

The following installations and measures prevent fires
starting and spreading when oils are used and stored:

– Fire protection valves and emergency switches to reduce
the pressure in supply lines to zero

– Spatial separation or screening of high-pressure oil pipes
from hot components

– Bunds and channels to feed leaking oil (possibly mixed
with fire water) to a safe area

– Restriction of soluble compounds to a minimum

– Central switch-off point for oil pumps

– Leak sensors to identify excessive oil losses

– Level gauges with an alarm device in the oil tank

– Automatic fire detection systems

– Water spray and foam extinguishing systems

– Fire water pond

– Use of oils of low flammability

Monitoring hydrogen-cooling facilities

Hydrogen has very good heat-conducting properties and is
therefore often used as a coolant for generators. For fire
protection purposes, hydrogen is critical because even in
small concentrations it forms a highly explosive mix with
air. It only takes a small spark to ignite that mix. The supply
of hydrogen must be monitored permanently, e.g. by gas
detection devices, in order to ensure that if there is a leak,
the cooling system can be switched off immediately and
large amounts of gas can be prevented from escaping. 

The destruction was limited to one of
the generating units. The others were
able to go back into operation shortly
after the incident.

An explosion caused part of the
hall roof to collapse. A generator
and a turbine were badly damaged.
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Hundreds of rare exhibits were burnt when a fire broke 
out in a motorcycle museum. The flames also spread to an
adjacent conference centre and caused considerable dam-
age there. Insurers, assessors, and the insured settled the
claim economically and professionally in just four months,
so that the museum and conference centre were able to
open again after fourteen months.

The fire broke out in one of the museum halls and spread
quickly. The flames damaged the building, the installa-
tions, the storage area, and hundreds of motorbikes. Many
of the bikes manufactured in the period 1900–1980, whose
sums insured are difficult to determine on the basis of a
conventional cover, were burnt beyond recognition. 

The fire was probably due to a smouldering cigarette that
was carelessly thrown into some flammable waste. The
fire wreaked so much damage that the cause could not be
determined exactly.

The conference facilities, which form part of the same com-
plex as the museum, were also damaged. The fire swept
through lecture rooms, restaurants, and kitchens.

The insured risk

After opening as a small private collection in 1984, the
museum steadily grew and expanded. It is now one of the
biggest of its kind and enjoys an international reputation.

The exhibits are all from the last century – road and racing
bikes. And some were used when new speed records were
set. There are more than 650 exhibits today. All manufac-
turers of the 20th century are represented.

With five exhibition rooms, a restaurant, a gift shop, and a
large maintenance area, the museum is an attraction for
delegates attending conferences in the adjacent building.
This comprises ten halls, each equipped with the latest
presentation technology, and can accommodate groups of
between 20 and roughly 1,000 (with a maximum capacity
of 4,000). The insured risk also includes two hotels in the
immediate vicinity, which provide rooms for people
attending conferences.

Claim settlement – Economical, professional, fast

The loss adjusters and insurance company both agreed
that the top priority was not to determine the size of the
loss but to settle the claim economically, professionally,
and fast. The policyholder assured its support in the
process. 

Motorcycle museum destroyed by fire

Author
Klaus Wenselowski, Munich

Firefighters tackle the flames
that leap several metres into
the air. 
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The coordination of the following provisional measures
was a major factor in the successful handling of the claim: 

– Access to the damaged buildings was established in an
expert manner.

– Interior components that were only slightly damaged
were cleaned and put into safe intermediate storage.

– A few building components were demolished and the
debris removed.

– Fire restoration specialists examined the residual mois-
ture and the chloride concentration, both of which were
very excessive because of the fire-fighting effort. The
rooms were subsequently dehumidified.

The loss was reduced by the fact that some of the exhibits
were removed from the danger zone during the fire and
were stored in safety. Engineers examined all the bikes and
assigned them to three categories of damage: 

a) no damage, so that only cleaning was required
b) minor damage
c) substantial damage

Motorcycles assigned to the third category were examined
meticulously to determine whether they could be restored,
what this would cost, where they had been built originally,
or whether they would have to be completely reinstated.

The subsequent job of quantifying the damage was a con-
siderable challenge. To establish the market value of indi-
vidual machines as exactly as possible, an international
team of experts was called in, a comprehensive database
analysis was carried out, and finally the intrinsic value
(value of a collector’s piece) was weighed up against the
commercial value. The cost-effectiveness of restoration
work was always given top priority. For this reason, a
number of exhibits were even sent abroad for restoration. 

The business interruption claim was settled at the same
time, and various possible ways of minimising the loss
were discussed. The concrete measures:

– Slightly damaged rooms were rebuilt quickly.

– Claims filed by the museum hotels affected by the
closure went through a critical phase (interdependency
losses), but were finally settled after tough negotiations.

– An advertising campaign was launched to keep long-
standing clients in the picture and to publicise the
reopening date in good time.

– Fourteen months after the fire, a gala event gave the
reopening a festive air. The museum opened a few days
later too.

Conclusion

The professional and harmonious cooperation between all
parties concerned meant that even contentious issues like
determining the loss amount, the processing time, and
observing the schedule were quickly resolved. As a result,
it took only four months to settle this complex claim – an
exceptional achievement considering the adjustment peri-
ods associated with similar fire losses. And the museum
owner received a national award for the fast rebuilding of
the museum and conference centre.
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Many of the motorbikes from the
period 1900–1980 were burnt
beyond recognition.

Some of the machines were taken
to safety even while the fire was
burning.
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